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How Much Should a Person Consume? 2006
publisher description

How Much Should a Person Consume? 2006
what it means for global sustainability when environmentalism is dominated by the concerns of
the affluent eco business eco consumption wilderness preservation over the last fifty years
environmentalism has emerged as a clear counterforce to the environmental destruction caused
by industrialization colonialism and globalization activists and policymakers have fought hard
to make the earth a better place to live but has the environmental movement actually brought
about meaningful progress toward global sustainability signs of global unsustainability are
everywhere from decreasing biodiversity to scarcity of fresh water to steadily rising
greenhouse gas emissions meanwhile as peter dauvergne points out in this provocative book the
environmental movement is increasingly dominated by the environmentalism of the rich diverted
into eco business eco consumption wilderness preservation energy efficiency and recycling
while it s good that for example barbie dolls packaging no longer depletes indonesian
rainforest and that toyota highlanders are available as hybrids none of this gets at the
source of the current sustainability crisis more eco products can just mean more corporate
profits consumption and waste dauvergne examines extraction booms that leave developing
countries poor and environmentally devastated with the ruination of the south pacific island
of nauru a case in point the struggles against consumption inequities of courageous activists
like bruno manser who worked with indigenous people to try to save the rainforests of borneo
and the manufacturing of vast markets for nondurable goods for example convincing parents in
china that disposable diapers made for healthier and smarter babies dauvergne reveals why a
global political economy of ever more more growth more sales more consumption is swamping
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environmental gains environmentalism of the rich does little to bring about the sweeping
institutional change necessary to make progress toward global sustainability

How Much Should A Person Consume? 2018-02-09
to capture the diversity within environmentalism this dictionary takes a global tack with a
focus on ideas events institutions initiatives and green movements since the 1960s it strives
to avoid a common error in many histories of environmentalism to exaggerate the input of the
wealthy countries of europe and north america and understate the influence of africa asia
south and central america and the polar regions it aims as well for a more comprehensive
analysis than most histories of the modern environmental movement understanding
environmentalism as emerging not only from grassroots and formal nongovernmental associations
but also from corporate governmental and intergovernmental organizations and initiatives this
assumes the ideas and energy infusing environmentalism with political purpose arise from
hundreds of thousands of sources from corporate boardrooms to bureaucratic policies to
international negotiations to activists thus environmentalists are not only indigenous people
blocking a logging road greenpeace activists protesting a seal hunt or green candidates
contesting an election an equal or larger number of environmentalists are working within the
japanese bureaucracy to implement environmental policies within the world bank to assess the
environmental impacts of loans within wal mart to green its purchasing practices or within
intergovernmental forums to negotiate international environmental agreements this second
edition of historical dictionary of environmentalism contains a chronology an introduction and
an extensive bibliography the dictionary section has over 300 cross referenced entries on
important events issues organizations ideas and people shaping the direction of
environmentalism worldwide this book is an excellent access point for students researchers and
anyone wanting to know more about environmentalism
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Environmentalism of the Rich 2016-09-09
groundbreaking in its call to reconsider our approach to the slow rhythm of time in the very
concrete realms of environmental health and social justice wold literature today the violence
wrought by climate change toxic drift deforestation oil spills and the environmental aftermath
of war takes place gradually and often invisibly using the innovative concept of slow violence
to describe these threats rob nixon focuses on the inattention we have paid to the attritional
lethality of many environmental crises in contrast with the sensational spectacle driven
messaging that impels public activism today slow violence because it is so readily ignored by
a hard charging capitalism exacerbates the vulnerability of ecosystems and of people who are
poor disempowered and often involuntarily displaced while fueling social conflicts that arise
from desperation as life sustaining conditions erode in a book of extraordinary scope nixon
examines a cluster of writer activists affiliated with the environmentalism of the poor in the
global south by approaching environmental justice literature from this transnational
perspective he exposes the limitations of the national and local frames that dominate
environmental writing and by skillfully illuminating the strategies these writer activists
deploy to give dramatic visibility to environmental emergencies nixon invites his readers to
engage with some of the most pressing challenges of our time

Historical Dictionary of Environmentalism 2011-06-14
an environmentalist maps the hidden costs of overconsumption in a globalized world by tracing
the environmental consequences of five commodities the shadows of consumption gives a hard
hitting diagnosis many of the earth s ecosystems and billions of its people are at risk from
the consequences of rising consumption products ranging from cars to hamburgers offer
conveniences and pleasures but as peter dauvergne makes clear global political and economic
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processes displace the real costs of consumer goods into distant ecosystems communities and
timelines tipping into crisis people and places without the power to resist in the shadows of
consumption peter dauvergne maps the costs of consumption that remain hidden in the shadows
cast by globalized corporations trade and finance dauvergne traces the environmental
consequences of five commodities automobiles gasoline refrigerators beef and harp seals in
these fascinating histories we learn for example that american officials ignored warnings
about the dangers of lead in gasoline in the 1920s why china is now a leading producer of cfc
free refrigerators and how activists were able to stop canada s commercial seal hunt in the
1980s but are unable to do so now dauvergne s innovative analysis allows us to see why so many
efforts to manage the global environment are failing even as environmentalism is slowly
strengthening he proposes a guiding principle of balanced consumption for both consumers and
corporations we know that we can make things better by driving a high mileage car eating
locally grown food and buying energy efficient appliances but these improvements are
incremental local and insufficient more crucial than our individual efforts to reuse and
recycle will be reforms in the global political economy to reduce the inequalities of
consumption and correct the imbalance between growing economies and environmental
sustainability

Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor 2010-09-24
christian environmentalism and human responsibility in the 21st century comprises original
scholarly essays and creative works exploring the implications of christian environmentalism
through literary and cultural criticism and creative reflection the volume draws on a
flourishing recent body of christian ecocriticism and environmental activity incorporating
both practical ethics and environmental spirituality but with particular emphasis on the
notion of human responsibility it discusses responsibility in its dual sense as both the
recognized cause of environmental destruction and the ethical imperative of accountability to
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the nonhuman environment the book crosses boundaries between traditional scholarly and
creative reflection through a global range of topics african oral tradition ohio artists off
the grid immigrant self metaphors of land and sea iconic writers from milton to o connor to
atwood and indigenous canadian models for listening to the nonhuman mother of us all in its
incorporation of academic and creative pieces from scholars and creative artists across north
america this volume shows how environmental work of its nature and necessity crosses
traditional academic and community boundaries in both form and orientation this collection
speaks to the most urgent intellectual physical social and spiritual needs of the present day
this book will appeal to scholars researchers and upper level students interested in the
relationship between religion and environment ethics animal welfare poetry memoir and post
secularism

The Shadows of Consumption 2023-11-16
by the end of world war ii americans relationship with nature had changed dramatically new
consumption patterns drove an industrial economy that damaged the earth in new ways and the
atomic age heightened awareness of the earth s fragility environmental historian steven stoll
identifies 1945 as the birth of american environmentalism the point when conservation and
nature advocacy fused with activism to form a political movement in this thematically
organized collection of primary sources stoll traces the development of the environmental
movement and identifies its central issues and ideologies including the politics of
preservation population growth biological interdependence ecodefense climate change ethical
consumption and environmental justice stoll s insightful introduction provides students with a
solid overview of environmentalism s origins and contextualizes the topics raised by the
documents document headnotes a chronology questions for consideration and a selected
bibliography offer additional pedagogical support
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Christian Environmentalism and Human Responsibility in the
21st Century 2016-09-23
this authoritative book brings together the sociologies of globalization and the environment
in one volume steven yearley argues that environmental issues have received scant attention in
the general debate on globalization even though environmentalists have been very successful in
capturing the language and imagery of the globe

U.S. Environmentalism since 1945 1996-04-28
this book discusses how to develop green transitions which benefit include and respect
marginalised social groups diversity and inclusion in environmentalism explores the challenge
of taking into account issues of equity and justice in the green transformation and shows that
ignoring these issues risks exacerbating the gap between the rich and the poor the
marginalised and included and undermining widespread support for climate change mitigation
expert contributors provide evidence and analysis in relation to the thinking and practice
that has prevented us from building a broad base of people who are willing and able to take
the action necessary to successfully overcome the current ecological crises providing examples
from a wide range of marginalised and or oppressed groups including women disabled people
black asian and minority ethnic bame people and the lesbian gay bisexual transgender queer
questioning and others lgbtq community the authors demonstrate how the issues and concerns of
these groups are often undervalued in environmental policy making and environmental social
movements overall this book supports environmental academics and practitioners to choose and
campaign for effective equitable and widely supported environmental policy thereby enabling a
smoother transition to sustainability this volume will be of great interest to students
scholars and practitioners of environmental justice social and environmental policy planning
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and environmental sociology

Sociology, Environmentalism, Globalization 2021-06-02
in ten essays contributors from a variety of disciplines consider such topics as the
relationship between the two movements ethical commitments and activist goals instances of
successful cooperation in u s contexts and the challenges posed to both movements by
globalisation and climate change

Diversity and Inclusion in Environmentalism 2007
hinduism in the modern world presents a new and unprecedented attempt to survey the nature
range and significance of modern and contemporary hinduism in south asia and the global
diaspora organized to reflect the direction of recent scholarly research this volume breaks
with earlier texts on this subject by seeking to overcome a misleading dichotomy between an
elite intellectualist modern hinduism and the rest of what has so often been misleadingly
termed traditional or popular hinduism without neglecting the significance of modern reformist
visions of hinduism this book reconceptualizes the meaning of modern hinduism both by
expanding its content and by situating its expression within a larger framework of history
ethnography and contemporary critical theory this volume equips undergraduate readers with the
tools necessary to appreciate the richness and diversity of hinduism as it has developed
during the past two centuries

Environmental Justice and Environmentalism 2015-10-05
this book presents a timely perspective that puts working class people at the forefront of
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achieving sustainability bell argues that environmentalism is a class issue and confronts some
current practice policy and research that is preventing the attainment of sustainability and a
healthy environment for all she combines two of the biggest challenges facing humanity that
millions of people around the world still do not have their social and environmental needs met
including healthy food clean water affordable energy clean air and that the earth s resources
have been over used or misused bell explores various solutions to these social and ecological
crises and lays out an agenda for simultaneously achieving greater well being equality and
sustainability the result will be an invaluable resource for practitioners and policy makers
working to achieve environmental and social justice as well as to students and scholars across
social policy sociology human geography and environmental studies

Hinduism in the Modern World 2019-12-16
this book explores the methodology of environmental history with an emphasis on the field s
interaction with other historiographies such as consumerism borderlands and gender it examines
the problem of environmental context specifically the problem and perception of environmental
determinism by focusing on climate disease fauna and regional environments it also considers
the changing understanding of scientific knowledge

Working-Class Environmentalism 1976
this text demonstrates how businesses and institutions continue to operate outside the
ecological carrying capacity of the environment and highlights the need for participation and
social innovation on their part it asserts that senior executives and middle management in
large corporations have often sought deliberately or unconsciously to block the advancement of
environmentalism industry has reconstructed the more radical environmental agenda to suit its
own purposes in effect hijacking it by taking it out of its traditional discourse and placing
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it in a liberal productivist framework the book concludes by examining the way forward for
more sustainable business presenting new models that place greater emphasis on issues such as
equity and ethics

Environmentalism 2017-02-14
many people consider themselves to be both environmentalists and supporters of animal welfare
and rights yet despite the many issues which bring environmentalists and animal advocates
together for decades there have been flashpoints which seem to pit these two social movements
against each other dividing them in ways unhelpful to both in this innovative book amy j
fitzgerald analyses historic philosophical and socio cultural reasons for this divide tackling
three core contentious issues sport hunting zoos and fur over which there has been profound
disagreement between segments of these movements she demonstrates that even here they are not
as far apart as is generally assumed and that there is space where they could more
productively work together charting a path forwards she points to evolving practices and broad
structural forces which are likely to draw the movements closer together in the future the
threats posed by industrial animal agriculture to the environment and to non human and human
animals demand once and for all that we bridge the divide between animal advocacy and
environmentalism

The Oxford Handbook of Environmental History 2013-11-05
this book provides one of the first systematic introductions to the japanese concept of life
environmentalism seikatsu kankyo shugi this concept emerged in the 1980s as a shared research
framework among japanese social scientists studying the adverse consequences of postwar
industrialization on everyday life in communities life environmentalism offers a lens through
which the agency of small communities in sustaining their everyday life and living environment
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can be understood the book provides an overview of this approach including intellectual
backgrounds and foundational concepts along with a variety of empirical case studies that
examine environmental and sustainability issues in japan and other parts of asia it also
includes critical reflections on the approach in light of contemporary sustainability
challenges the empirical topics covered in the book include local community responses to
development projects resource governance disaster response and recovery and historical
environmental preservation the chapters are contributed by researchers working at the
forefront of the field it provides only a glimpse into the vast literature that awaits further
exploration and engagement in the future the book is suitable for upper undergraduate students
graduate students and researchers interested in environmental problems sustainability and
resilience disaster mitigation and response and regional development in asian contexts
particularly japan it is well suited for courses in anthropology geography sociology urban and
regional planning political science asian studies and environmental studies

Hijacking Environmentalism 2018-12-14
the premise of this book is that our environmental dilemmas are products of biological and
sociocultural evolution and that through an understanding of evolution we can reframe debates
of thought and action the purpose is to explain the wide variety of environmental worldviews
their origins commonalities points of contention and their implications for the modern
environmental movement in three parts covering the origins evolution and future of
environmentalism it offers instructors and students a framework on which to map theory case
studies and classical literature it is shown that environmentalism can be described in terms
of six human values utility stability equity beauty sanctity and morality and that these are
deeply rooted in our biological and cultural origins in building this case the book draws upon
ecology philosophy psychology history biology economics spirituality and aesthetics but rather
than consider these all independently it integrates them to craft a mosaic narrative of our
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species and its home from our evolutionary origins a story emerges it is the story of
humankind how we have come to threaten our own existence and why we seem to have such
difficulty in acting together to ensure our common future understanding our environmental
problems in evolutionary terms gives us a way forward it suggests an environmentalism in which
material views of human life include spirituality in which our anthropocentric behaviors
incorporate ecological function and in which environmental problems are addressed by the
intentional relation of humans to the nonhuman world and to one another aimed at students
taking courses in environmental studies the book brings clarity to a complex and at times
confusing array of ideas and concepts of environmentalism

Animal Advocacy and Environmentalism 2023-12-08
the book offers twelve cases of ethics relating to ecology and culture the twelve cases
presented in the twelve essays are written by eminent scholars from india usa canada and egypt
employing various ecocritical frameworks the writers have tried to understand analyse literary
cinematic and other cultural texts and contexts the volume argues that the principles of
ethics are as dynamic as culture and nature any ecological perspectives issues conditions
cannot be separated from their cultural contexts and thus need a culture specific scrutiny to
understand the ethics of ecoculture

Everyday Life-Environmentalism 2017-12-04
caryl churchill s plays are internationally performed studied and acclaimed by practitioners
theatre scholars critics and audiences alike with fierce imagination the plays dramatise the
anxieties and terrors of contemporary life this companion presents new scholarship on
churchill s extraordinary and ground breaking work chapters explore a cluster of major plays
in relation to pressing social topics ecological crisis sexual politics revolution terror and
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selfhood providing close readings of texts in their theatrical theoretical and historical
contexts these topic based essays are intercalated with other essays that delve into churchill
s major collaborations her performance innovations and her influences on a new generation of
playwrights contributors explore churchill s career long experimentation her risk taking that
has reinvigorated the stage both formally and politically providing a new critical platform
for the study of a theatrical career that spans almost fifty years the companion pays fresh
attention to churchill s poetic precision dark wit and inexhaustible creativity

Environmentalism: An Evolutionary Approach 2017-10-18
this longue durée survey of the indian subcontinent s environmental history reveals the
complex interactions among its people and the natural world

Ecocultural Ethics 2009-12-10
appropriate for upper division undergraduates in various departments such as sociology
environmental studies anthropology political science and human geography with appropriate
supplements the text could also be used by beginning graduate students this integrative text
about human environment relations connects many issues about human societies ecological
systems and environments with data and perspectives from different fields of study while the
viewpoint is primarily sociological coverage is specifically designed to relate to a diverse
audience and encompass viewpoints from a variety of natural and social science approaches

The Cambridge Companion to Caryl Churchill 2018-10-18
in this thoroughly revised and updated second edition of the highly successful ecological
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ethics patrick curry shows that a new and truly ecological ethic is both possible and urgently
needed with this distinctive proposition in mind curry introduces and discusses all the major
concepts needed to understand the full range of ecological ethics he discusses light green or
anthropocentric ethics with the examples of stewardship lifeboat ethics and social ecology the
mid green or intermediate ethics of animal liberation rights and dark or deep green ecocentric
ethics particular attention is given to the land ethic the gaia hypothesis and deep ecology
and its offshoots deep green theory left biocentrism and the earth manifesto ecofeminism is
also considered and attention is paid to the close relationship between ecocentrism and virtue
ethics other chapters discuss green ethics as post secular moral pluralism and pragmatism
green citizenship and human population in the light of ecological ethics in this new edition
all these have been updated and joined by discussions of climate change sustainable economies
education and food from an ecocentric perspective this comprehensive and wide ranging textbook
offers a radical but critical introduction to the subject which puts ecocentrism and the
critique of anthropocentrism back at the top of the ethical intellectual and political agenda
it will be of great interest to students and activists and to a wider public

An Environmental History of India 2001
as environmental deterioration became a major social and political issue near the end of the
twentieth century activists in nova scotia stood together to defend the places they called
home political radicals and conservatives alike worked to achieve legislative and social
success even as they disagreed over fundamental principles in defence of home places examines
the diversity of this movement its early accomplishments and the disagreements that caused its
eventual weakening and division it places nova scotian environmental activism within national
and international contexts and explores the choices and tactics that brought about its
greatest successes and failures
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Environment and Society 2011-08-29
modern environmentalism presents a comprehensive introduction to environmentalism the origins
of its main beliefs and ideas and how these relate to modern environmental ideologies
providing a historical overview of the development of attitudes to nature and the environment
in society the book examines key environmentalist ideas influences and movements science s
role in mediating our view of nature is emphasised throughout this entirely new account draws
on the explosion of writing on socio environment relations since pepper s earlier work the
roots of modern environmentalism

Ecological Ethics 2017-06-07
a concise overview of this multidisciplinary field presenting key concepts central issues and
current research along with concrete examples and case studies the emergence of the
environmental humanities as an academic discipline early in the twenty first century reflects
the growing conviction that environmental problems cannot be solved by science and technology
alone this book offers a concise overview of this new multidisciplinary field presenting
concepts issues current research concrete examples and case studies robert emmett and david
nye show how humanists by offering constructive knowledge as well as negative critique can
improve our understanding of such environmental problems as global warming species extinction
and over consumption of the earth s resources they trace the genealogy of environmental
humanities from european australian and american initiatives also showing its cross
pollination by postcolonial and feminist theories emmett and nye consider a concept of place
not synonymous with localism the risks of ecotourism and the cultivation of wild areas they
discuss the decoupling of energy use and progress and point to oecd countries for examples of
sustainable development they explain the potential for science to do both good and harm
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examine dark visions of planetary collapse and describe more positive possibilities
alternative practices including localization and degrowth finally they examine the theoretical
impact of new materialism feminism postcolonial criticism animal studies and queer ecology on
the environmental humanities

In Defence of Home Places 2002-06-01
the environmental justice movement an organized social and political force in america in the
80s is a global phenomenon today as activists worldwide try to understand the relationship
between environment race ethnicity and social inequality this volume examines domestic and
international environmental issues

Modern Environmentalism 2017-10-13
this book challenges the status quo where profligate building and urban development is
described as green and low carbon exposing a number of elephants in the big green room that
severely impact upon society and the environment it questions the ethics equity and
sustainability of continued growth of the building stock in industrialized contexts amid
diminishing demand whilst the developing world is deprived of basic resources and
infrastructure even a circular built environment may not go far enough when dramatic reduction
in consumption of resources is required to meet sufficient service levels more socio economic
value may be derived from built resources by their stewardship adaptation reuse and equitable
sharing while ameliorating the adverse impacts of overconsumption by taking a wider
perspective of a sustainable built environment the text illustrated by case studies from the
olympics and nine countries reframes the policy debate and reforms current approaches through
a new theory and manifesto it will appeal to policy makers architects urban designers
educators students and green building practitioners
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The Environmental Humanities 2010-08-26
this penetrating work culls key concepts from grassroots activism to hold critical social
theory accountable to the needs ideas and organizational practices of the global justice
movement the resulting critique of neoliberalism hinges on place based struggles of groups
marginalized by globalization and represents a brave rethinking of politics economy culture
and professionalism providing new practical and conceptual tools for responding to human and
environmental crises in appalachia and beyond recovering the commons radically revises the
framework of critical social thought regarding our stewardship of the civic and ecological
commons herbert reid and betsy taylor ally social theory field sciences and local knowledge in
search of healthy connections among body place and commons that form a basis for solidarity as
well as a vital infrastructure for a reliable durable world drawing particularly on the work
of philosophers maurice merleau ponty john dewey and hannah arendt the authors reconfigure
social theory by ridding it of the aspects that reduce place and community to sets of
interchangeable components instead they reconcile complementary pairs such as mind body and
society nature in the reclamation of public space with its analysis embedded in philosophical
and material contexts this penetrating work culls key concepts from grassroots activism to
hold critical social theory accountable to the needs ideas and organizational practices of the
global justice movement the resulting critique of neoliberalism hinges on place based
struggles of groups marginalized by globalization and represents a brave rethinking of
politics economy culture and professionalism

AN INTRODUCTION TO ENVIRONMENTAL SECURITY AND PEACE 2019-02-01
the pace of energy use greenhouse gas emissions and population growth has thrust the planet
into a new age the anthropocene humans have altered the planet s biogeochemical systems
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without consciously managing them the great acceleration explains the causes consequences and
uncertainties of this massive uncontrolled experiment

Environment and Social Justice 2010-02-05
the concept and values of wilderness along with the practice of wilderness preservation have
been under attack for the past several decades in rethinking wilderness mark woods responds to
seven prominent anti wilderness arguments woods offers a rethinking of the received concept of
wilderness developing a positive account of wilderness as a significant location for the other
than human value adding properties of naturalness wildness and freedom interdisciplinary in
approach the book combines environmental philosophy environmental history environmental social
sciences the science of ecology and the science of conservation biology

The Impact of Overbuilding on People and the Planet 2016-04-04
drawing on historical sociology transnational histories and asian traditions duara seeks
answers to the pressing global issue of environmental sustainability

Recovering the Commons 2017-07-30
nuclear power is often characterized as a green technology technologies are rarely if ever
socially isolated artefacts instead they materially represent an embodiment of values and
priorities nuclear power is no different it is a product of a particular political economy and
the question is whether that political economy can helpfully engage with the challenge of
addressing the environmental crisis on a finite inequitable and shared planet for developing
countries like india who are presently making infrastructure investments which will have long
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legacies it is imperative that these investments wrestle with such questions and prove
themselves capable of sufficiency greater equality and inclusiveness this book offers a
critique of civilian nuclear power as a green energy strategy for india and develops and
proposes an alternative synergy for sustainability it situates nuclear power as a socio
technical infrastructure embodying a particular development discourse and practice of energy
and economic development the book reveals the political economy of this arrangement and
examines the latter s ability to respond to the environmental crisis manu v mathai argues that
the existing overwhelmingly growth focused highly technology centric approach for organizing
economic activity is unsustainable and needs to be reformed within this imperative for change
nuclear power in india is found to be and is characterized as an authoritarian technology
based on this political economy critique the book proposes an alternative a synergy of ideas
from the fields of development economics energy planning and science technology and society
studies

The Great Acceleration 2015
the book has relevance to academics scholars administrators policy experts anthropologists
sociologists development scientists environmentalists as well as anyone interested in the
welfare of communities residing in the vicinity of a protected area it stands out as a work
that will stand the test of time and should be an asset that many would like to keep dr abhik
ghosh professor and chairperson department of anthropology panjab university chandigarh this
book is an excellent compilation of the outcome of the intense research work undertaken in the
emerging field of community based ecotourism management at the unesco world heritage site the
great himalayan national park and it will certainly be useful to provide necessary information
future research road map and guidelines for all the stakeholders for effective planning and
implementation of sustainable ecotourism ajay srivastav faculty wildlife institute of india
dehradun former director great himalayan national park
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Rethinking Wilderness 2013-01-17
in an epoch when environmental issues make the headlines this is a work that goes beyond the
everyday ecologies as diverse as the himalayas and the indian ocean coast the negev desert and
the former military bases of vietnam or the namib desert and the east african savannah all
have in common a long time human presence and the many ways people have modified nature with
research covering countries from asia africa and australia the authors come together to ask
how and why human impacts on nature have grown in scale and pace from a long pre history the
chapters in this volume illumine specific patterns and responses across time going beyond an
overt centring of the european experience the tapestry of life and the human reshaping of
environments evoke both concern and hope making it vital to understand when why and how we
came to this particular turn in the road eschewing easy labels and questioning eurocentrism in
today s climate vocabulary this is a volume that will stimulate rethinking among scholars and
citizens alike

The Crisis of Global Modernity 2018-09-18
this handbook provides a comprehensive review of communication around rising global
environmental challenges and public action to manage them now and into the future bringing
together theoretical methodological and practical chapters this book presents a unique
opportunity for environmental communication scholars to critically reflect on the past examine
present trends and start envisioning exciting new methodologies theories and areas of research
chapters feature authors from a wide range of countries to critically review the genesis and
evolution of environmental communication research and thus analyze current issues in the field
from a truly international perspective incorporating diverse epistemological perspectives
exciting new methodologies and interdisciplinary theoretical frameworks the handbook seeks to
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challenge existing dominant perspectives of environmental communication from and about
populations in the global south and disenfranchised populations in the global north the
handbook of international trends in environmental communication is ideal for scholars and
advanced students of communication sustainability strategic communication media environmental
studies and politics

Nuclear Power, Economic Development Discourse and the
Environment 2021-12-27
this book looks into the developmental policies that have been followed in india since
independence and their impact on both the environment and human rights it also explores some
of the major theoretical discourses and debates these topics and the responses large scale
developmental projects in india have elicited from marginalized sections of society the book
presents a synoptic view of how sustainable development in india may be attained focusing on
three controversial indian developmental projects namely the narmada river valley project
bauxite mining by vedanta resources in orissa and kudankulam nuclear power plant taking these
cases as representative of large scale developmental projects laid out in india

Community Participation in Conservation of Great Himalayan
National Park, India 2019-03-20

At Nature’s Edge
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The Handbook of International Trends in Environmental
Communication

The Impact of Development on the Environment and Human Rights
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